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of lighting, breaking, and drying, was 3s. lOd. per ton. The crushed ore was roasted and chlorinated (see Chap. XIV.). The rolls have now been superseded by Krupp ball mills (q.v.).
" At the Bertrand Mining Company's Lixiviation Mill, Nevada, where Krom's rolls are used for pulverising silver ores with a quartz gangue, 15,000 tons of ore were crushed before it was found necessary to put new tires on the finishing rolls ; while after a further crushing of 5,000 tons of ore, the tires of the roughing rolls were still expected to be good for two or three month's work. In neither case were the tires found to be at all grooved, the reason for their renewal being that they had become worn too thin for further work. The rolls in the Bertrand Mill are stated to crush 50 tons of hard quartzose ore in twelve hours to pass through a 16-mesh screen; while in the Mount Cory Mill, Nevada, 50 tons are reduced to 30 mesh in the same time." 1 In these mills silver ores were crushed for treatment by roasting and lixiviation with a hyposulphite solution.
The Frazee rolls 2 have been designed for fine crushing, better control being obtained over the wear of the roll-shells by new devices.
Comparison between Rolls and Stamps.—As the subsequent treatment of an ore determines its method of crushing, no accurate general comparison of stamps and rolls can be made. A comparison is only possible in the special cases where both methods of crushing are applicable. Wet crushing by rolls need not be considered, as it is not practised ; even where the advocates of rolls wish to replace stamps by rolls for wet crushing and amalgamation they propose that the ore should be crushed dry and then wetted down. Dry crushing by stamps is usually about one-third more expensive than wet crushing, as the capacity falls of! to that extent, in spite of double discharge, assisted occasionally by currents of air given by blowers, which are designed to carry the crushed ore against the screens. The amount of slime made is also large. Advantages in the use of rolls for dry crushing have been stated to be " the fewness of the wearing parts, and consequent small cost of repairs ; the great efficiency of the process, in that the ore escapes from the rolls immediately it is crushed, so that overcmshing is unlikely to occur, and the great capacity of rolls, effective work being constantly done, and the amount of crushing surface brought into contact with the ore per minute being very large. The prime cost of the rolls is considerably less than that of stamps of the same capacity." 3
The capacity of rolls has perhaps been frequently over-estimated owing to the assumption having been made, that the product of equal crushing surfaces must be the same. Thus, Curtis observes in the paper already cited :—" As an index of the capacity of Krom's rolls, it may be stated that two sets of 26-inch (diameter) rolls, with faces*15 inches long, give rather more effective crushing surface than fifty gravitation stamps, each 8 inches in diameter, falling at the rate of ninety drops per minute. In making this calculation, the average diameter of the rolls is taken as only 24 inches, so as to allow for their gradual wearing, while their speed is taken at 100 revolutions per minute."
Although the calculated crushing surface is as stated, it does not follow that the capacity of the two sets of machinery compared with one another
1  Curtis on "G-old Quartz Reduction," Proc. Inst. Civil JEny., 1892, 108, 97.
2  C. Q. Payne, Trans. Amer. Inst. Mng. Eng., 1912, 43, 327.
3  Curtis, loc. cit.

